Your device should automatically detect the “monroeccc” wireless network.

- Select the “monroeccc” network and login with appropriate credential
  - Registered students and MCCC employees should login the identity field with their username and password
  - Guests should login the identity field with username “mcccguest”, password “guestmccc”

- It is important to note that you will need to click “connect” the first time you connect to the network.

- Once you are connected, your device should remember your credentials each time you connect to “monroeccc” wireless network.

OPEN a browser put in an address and accept the acceptable use policy you will immediately go to the address you typed in e.g.: msn

**NOTE:** Whenever you change your PASSWORD, you MUST change it on ALL devices

**FAILURE TO DO SO** will result in too many login tries and lock you out of your account.